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Tapa/Módulo Radio
Cover/Radio Module

Couvercle/Module radio

Abdeckung/Funkmodul
Coperchio/Moulo radio
Tampa/Módulo Rádio

TA Convencional / Conventional RT
TA Conventionnel / Herkömmlicher Raumthermostat
TA Convenzionale /TA Convencional

TA 200 / MD 200
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Tapa / Cover / Couvercle
Abdeckung / Coperchio / Tampa
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Modulo Radio / Radio Module / Module Radio
Funkmodul / Modulo Radio / Modulo Rédio

5 Mando GTI-GTA / Steuerung GTI-GTA
GTI-GTA Control / Comando GTI-GTA

Commande GTI-GTA / Comando GTI-GTA
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Tensión / Power / Tensión
Spannung / Tensione / Corrente

Anomalía / Fault
Anomalíe / Störung
Anomalía / Anomalía

Anomalía presión
Pressure fault
Anomalíe pressión
Störung druck
Anomalía della pressione
Anomalía pressão

Anomalía Técnica / Technical fault
Anomalíe Technique / Tecnische störung
Anomalía Tecnica / Anomalía Técnica

Mando caldera / Boiler control
Commande chaudière / Steuerung Kessel
Comando caldaia / Comando caldeira

Selector de servicios / Service selector / Sélecteur de services
Betriebswahlschalter / Selettore modo di funzionamento / Selector de serviços

Aumento / Increase / Augmentation / Erhöhung / Aumento / Aumento

Disminución / Decrease / Diminution / Verminderung / Disminuzione / Disminução

A.C.S. / D.H.W. / E.C.S. / Heißwasser / A.C.S. / A.Q.S

Calefacción / Heating / Chauffage / Heinzung / Riscaldamento / Aquecimento Central

Presión / Pressure / Pression / Druck / Pressione / Pressão
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Calef. “Confort” + A.C.S. / Heat. “Comfort” + DHW
Chauf. “Confort” + E.C.S.  / Heizung “komfortbetrieb”  +
Heißwasser
Riscald. “Confort” + A.C.S. / Aquec “Conforto” + A.Q.S.

Calef. “economía” + A.C.S. / Heating “economy” + DHW
Chauf. “économie” + E.C.S. / Heizung “absenkbetrieb” + Heißwasser
Riscald. “economia” + A.C.S. / Aquec. “economia” + A.Q.S.

Solo calef. “economía” / Only heating “economy”
Seulement chauf. “economie” / Nur Heizung “absenkbetrieb”
Solo riscald. “economia” / Só aquec. “economia”

Temperatura ambiente / Room temperature
Température ambiante /  Raumteperatur
Temperatura ambiente / Temperatura ambiente

Cursor diario / Day cursor
Curseur jour / Tagesanzeiger
Cursore dei giorni / Cursor diário

Escala y cursor horario / Scale and Time cursor
Échelle et curseur horaire
Skala und Stundenanzeiger
Scala e cursore delle ore / Escala e cursor horário

Programación / Programming
Programmation / Programmierung
Programmazione / Programação

Cambio hora / Set time
Changement d’heure / Uhrzeit-Wechsel
Cambio di ora / Alteração hora

Cambio día / Set day
Changement de jour / Tages-Wechsel
Cambio di giorno / Alteração dia

Horas - minutos/ Hours - minutes
Heures - minutes/ Stunden-minuten
Ore-minuti / Horas - minutos

Escala / Scale
Échelle / Skala
Scala / Escala

GB

Technical data
Supply Voltage:
– MD-200 and TA-200:  15 Vdc
– RA-200:  3 LR AA 06 alkaline batteries
– MR-200:  230V 50Hz
Storage temperature:  from -20 °C to 70 °C
Operational temperature:  from 0 °C to 50 °C
(from 0 °C to 40 °C for MR-200)

Delivery
In a single package which contains:
– MD-200 with wall bracket, 2 rawlplugs, screws

and terminal strip.
– TA-200 with wall bracket, 2 rawlplugs, screws

and terminal strip.
– RA-200 with wall bracket, 3 LR AA 06

batteries, stand, 2 rawlplugs and screws.
– MR-200 with wall bracket, 2 rawlplugs and

screws.

Installation
The contents of these Instructions refer to the
effect that handling the component in question
can have on the behavior of the installation.  It
is recommended that the written instructions
be followed and applied when the component is
being manipulated.

TA-200 Room Thermostat (Fig. 1)
a) Disconnect the boiler from the electrical

supply (1).
b) Connect the two wires (telephone cable can

be used) to the 2-lug terminal strip provided
as shown in (Fig. 2). It is advisable that the
length of the cable does not exceed 30m.

c) Remove the TA-200 from its wall bracket
(Fig. 3) by carefully pressing  the lower part
of the closing tag with a screwdriver, through
the rectangular hole for this purpose. If
surface cable is used, proceed to:
1– Break the thin “wall” (1) to enable passing

the cable.

2– Fix the bracket to the wall, at a height of
1.5m from floor level, using the rawlplugs
and screws supplied, in such a way that
the closing tag is on the lower part.

3– Pass the cable through the hole broken
in the thin “wall” (1) and wire it to the
terminals provided on the bracket.

d) If embedded cable is used, proceed to:
1– Fix the bracket to the wall as indicated in

2 above.
2– Pass the cable through the window (2).

(Fig. 3).
3– Wire the cable to the terminals provided.

e) Remove the cover from the TA-200.
f) Couple the body of the TA-200 thermostat to

the wall bracket, hanging it from the upper
part and pressing the lower part until it is
retained.

g) Withdraw the Control from the boiler (Figs. 4
or 5) and couple it to the body of the
thermostat. (Fig. 6).
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h) Place the cover of the TA-200 thermostat in
the seat left in the control panel when the
boiler control was removed.

i) Restore the power supply to the boiler.

MD-200 Remote Control
Proceed as indicated for the TA-200 in the
previous section, replacing references to
TA-200 with MD-200 (Fig. 7).

RA-200 Room Thermostat and
MR-200 Repeater Module
MR-200 Room thermostat
To install the RA-200 (Fig. 1b) proceed to:
a) Disconnect the boiler from the electrical

supply (1) and Withdraw the RA-200 from its
wall bracket (Fig. 3) as described in operation
c) above for the TA-200 thermostat, and
remove the plastic strip (3) (Fig. 8) from the
battery compartment.

b) If the wall bracket is used instead of the
stand (4) (Fig. 9), fix it to the wall as
described in operation 2 c) for the TA-200
thermostat.

c) Repeat operations f), g) and h) indicated for
the TA-200, replacing the references to
“TA-200 cover” and “wall bracket” with “radio
transmitter module” and “wall bracket or
stand”, respectively and Restore the power
supply to the boiler

Note: The range of the RA-200 varies inside a
building (according to properties of the walls,
etc.). To increase the operating range between
boiler and thermostat, up to two MR-200
Repeater Modules can be installed, or make a
combined installation with an MD-200 Remote
Control as is described later.
d) Once the RA-200 is installed, it is advisable

to check the quality of communication, as
will be described later in the paragraphs
“Checking the Quality of Communications of
the RA-200” and “Radio Communications
Test”.

MR-200 Repeater Module(s)
Before installing the MR-200 Repeater Module
(Fig. 10) your radio module must be configured
with the green LED (Fig. 11) to receive “orders”
from a specific RA-200. To do this proceed to:
– Remove the batteries  from the RA-200

thermostat.
– Remove the radio module with the green LED

from the MR-200 and, with the selector (5)
(Fig. 11), select the type of repeater. For a
single repeater select type “A”; if two are
installed, select “A” in one and “B” in the
other.

– Remove the boiler control (Fig. 5 or 6) from
the RA-200 and place the radio module with
the green LED, taken from the MR-200, on
the RA-200 thermostat.

– Remove the radio module with the green LED
from the MR-200 placed on the RA-200.
Replace the batteries and boiler control in
the RA-200 thermostat. The RA-200 code is
transferred to the MR-200 radio module with
the green LED.

To install the MR-200 repeater module(s), now
configured, proceed to:
– Fix the wall bracket(s) to the wall as described

previously in b), c) and d) for the TA-200
thermostat, replacing reference to “TA-200”
with “MR-200”. Remember that the power
supply to the MR-200 Repeater Module is
230V 50Hz and cable of 0.5mm² cross
section, at minimum, should be used.

– Place the radio module(s) on the MR-200
Repeater Module(s).

Combined Installation of MD-200 Remote
Control and RA-200 Room Thermostat
In those cases where some radio-electrical obstacle
(washing-machine, concrete floor slab, metal doors,
etc.) impedes correct connection between
thermostat and boiler, and there is no need for
repeaters once past the obstacle, a combined
two-cable / radio installation can be used, which
permits separating the radio module from the boiler
by up to 30m. In this case proceed to:
a) Install the MD-200 as described in previous

sections a) to e) for the TA-200, replacing
references to “TA-200” with “MD-200”.

b) Install the RA-200 on its bracket as described
in previous sections a) and b) for the
RA-200 thermostat.

c) Place the cover of the MD-200 on the control
panel, the boiler control on the RA-200 and
the RA-200 radio module on the MD-200.

d) Restore the power supply to the boiler.
Note: Should the power supply to the TA-200,

MD-200 or RA-200 not be isolated within 4
minutes from placing the Control (User
Interface) on the CCE or MD-200, a fault
lockout (code 20) may develop. Refer to
the “Fault Codes” section below.

Assembly
Not required.

Operation
All the LEDs, symbols and scales mentioned in
these Instructions are shown in Figs. 12 and 13.

Boiler Control
Its operation is identical to that indicated in the
Instructions for the CCE control panels. Placed
on TA-200 or RA-200 it also shows the room
temperature.

Operation of the TA-200
Room Temperature Display
It is displayed on a scale from 5 °C to 30 °C on
the boiler control and with figures (Fig. 12). In
the first case, the two segments at the level of
the values programmed for “Comfort” (T con)*
and “Economy” (T eco)* room temperatures
flash.
* The “Comfort” (T con) room temperature is that selected

for occupied periods. The “Economy” (T eco) room
temperature is that chosen for night or unoccupied periods.

The factory-set values for T con and T eco are
22 °C and 15 °C,  respectively.

Changing the Comfort and Economy
room temperature values
– Press key     or      to modify the “Comfort” or

“Economy” room temperature respectively.
The segment indicating the selected
temperature flashes rapidly while the other
remains steady.

– Once the desired temperature has been
selected, press the     or     key to increase
or decrease in steps of 0.5 °C. After 10
seconds without pressing any key, the new
value is stored.

Boiler Temperature Display
Pressing key     shows the boiler temperature
for 10 seconds. The equipment establishes the
programmed value and is not displayed.
After 10 seconds the screen again displays the
room temperature.

Displaying Domestic Hot Water
Temperature and Changing its
Setpoint
On pressing the         key, both the Domestic
Hot Water temperature and its Setpoint are
displayed for 10 seconds.
Pressing the     or      key increases or lowers
the set value by 2 °C.
After 10 seconds without pressing any key, the
screen will revert to the room temperature.

Pressure Display
Pressing the bar key displays the system
pressure for 10 seconds.
After this time the screen again shows the
room temperature.

Setting the clock
Setting the time
Pressing the     key (Fig. 12) causes the hour
digits to flash rapidly.
Each press on    advances the clock by one
hour and each press on      puts it back by one.
A second press on the      key causes the
minutes digits to flash. Each press on        advan-
ces it by one minute and each press on        puts
it back by one.
A third press on the     key, or when flashing
stops, (this happens after 10 seconds without
pressing any key) re-establishes normal running
of the clock as well as the original screen
display.

Setting the day of the week
Pressing key 1…7 (Fig. 12) causes the day
cursor to flash rapidly.
Each press on 1…7 advances the clock by one
day.
After 10 seconds without pressing 1…7, the
screen reverts to its normal display.
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Programming Central Heating and
DHW services
The programming system of the TA-200 permits
assigning a different Heating and Hot Water
programme for each day of the week, choosing
each hour of the day when Heating or Hot Water
is wanted or not.
When Heating is wanted, the room temperature
is maintained at T con and when not wanted, at
T eco.

Standard Factory-set Weekly
Programme
A Heating and DHW programme (in GT units,
Heating only) has been stored in the thermostat
memory in the factory, with the schedule
indicated below:

Making a Personal Programme
To modify the factory-set programme for one
adapted to the User’s needs proceed to:
– Press the PRO key. The day cursor below

No. 1 and the hour cursor on 0…1 flash,
showing that the programme for Monday
between 0 and 1 hours is going to be changed.

– Assign one of the following functions* to each
hour:
– Heating “comfort”  and Domestic Hot Water

= press
– Heating “economy” and Domestic Hot Water

= press
– Only Heating “economy” = press

* Note: Please refer to the section “Room Temperature
Display” at the start of the chapter “Operation” where it is
indicated that the “Comfort” (T con) room temperature is
the one selected for occupied periods. The “Economy”
(T eco) is that usually chosen for night or unoccupied
periods.

When the function has been assigned to an hour,
the cursor automatically advances to the next
one, so that a function can be assigned to it.

– Once the programme is modified for that day
(it is not necessary to go on to 24 hours) it is
possible to:

Copy the programme to the next day
– Press key 1…7 continuously until the screen

flashes and the day cursor advances. The
programme has been copied and it can be
changed or copied again.

Change the following day’s programme
– Press key 1…7.  The day cursor advances

and the hour cursor goes in 0…1

Exit programme mode
Press the PRO key and let 30 seconds pass
without pressing any key.

Temporary modification of the
programme
When the established programme is not suitable
for a certain period, a permanent change is not
necessary, since a temporary adjustment is
possible.  Pressing keys     ,     ,     without
pressing the PRO key first, modifies the
established programme temporarily, assigning
the function corresponding to the key pressed
to the time period selected.
The temporary modification lasts a maximum of
24 hours.
To end the introduction of the temporary
modification, let 10 seconds pass without
pressing any key.

Recovering the factory temperature
settings
At any moment, except during the modification
process, the factory settings for “Comfort”
(22°C), “Economy” (15 °C) and DHW (60 °C)
temperatures, as well as the standard factory
programme, can be re-established, as well as
the factory-set standard programme mentioned
above and the room temperature setpoint. To
do this, proceed to:
– Press the bar and         keys at the same time

for 2 seconds. The screen flashes twice,
indicating that the factory settings have been
re-established.

Control Operation
Operation with the MD-200 Remote
Control
Fault Codes
Refer to the section with the same title in the
Instructions for CCE Control Panels. To access
the fault code screen, proceed to:
– Press keys “service selector” and bar to

select “standby” and pressure display on the
Boiler Control.

– Press keys      and     together until the
screen shows the fault code (00 if there is
none).

From the MD-200 it is possible to modify the
limit values of temperature and pressure, test
the safety limit thermostat, etc. in the way
indicated in the instructions for the CCE control
panels.

To go back to normal running for the User, from
the fault code screen, proceed to:
– Press the     and     keys until the screen

flashes and displays the system pressure.
Where an MD-200 has been installed, code 20
may appear, due to a defect in Control-boiler
communication. In this case:
– Check the wiring connecting the MD-200 and

the boiler.
– Check the functioning of the Control on the

boiler. If it is correct, substitute the MD-200,
but if not, substitute the Control.

Operation with the TA-200 Thermostat
Fault Codes
Refer to the same section in the Instructions
for the CCE Control Panels. To access (or exit)
the fault code screen, proceed as indicated in
the previous section for the MD-200.
If code 20 appears, proceed also as indicated
for the MD-200.
With a TA-200 thermostat installed there is an
additional fault code to those existing in CCE
Control Panels without a TA-200; it is code 24,
which arises through discordant data in the
thermostat or by failure of its temperature
sensor.
Before accessing the fault code screen, the
LEDs     and     are lit. The screen has no
display.
To restore running of the system, switch off the
electrical supply to the boiler. If, on restoration,
the system does not run normally, substitute
the TA-200.

Displaying Burner Run Time and
Operating Cycles
It is possible to read on the TA-200 the burner
run time and operating cycles since the last
setting at zero of the corresponding counters.
To do this, proceed to:
– Access the fault code screen as indicated in

the section “Fault Codes”.
– Press the         key. The scale shows the

boiler temperature with its limits (which can
be modified as described in the Instructions
for the CCE Control Panels). The thermostat
screen shows the number of hours the burner
has run, followed by the letter “h”.

– Press the        key to reset the hours counter
to zero.

– Again press the      key. The thermostat
screen shows the number of on/off cycles of
the burner.

– Press the      key to reset the cycles counter
to zero.

– Press the “service selector” key to restore
the fault code screen.

Anti-legionella mode
This feature, incorporated in GTA Heating Units,
protects the User from the proliferation of the
bacteria “Legionella Pneumophile”, the cause
of Legionnaires’ Disease, in the DHW cylinder.
To this end, the temperature of the water in the
cylinder is raised to 70 °C once a week (every
Monday at 01:00 hours), temperature of bacteria
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sudden death. After reaching 70 °C, the
temperature of the water in the cylinder falls
again to the programmed temperature.
Whenever the set DHW temperature rises
above 60ºC, the mode will not be enabled if
the selected service is operating because
above this temperature the bacteria dies in
less than 1 hour and does not proliferate.
To activate the “anti-legionella” feature, proceed to:
– Press the         key for 2 seconds. The screen

flashes twice and 70 °C appears in place of
the room temperature figures (Fig. 12) to
indicate that the feature is activated.

Note:  Since each time the “anti-legionella”
feature is activated the temperature programmed
by the User is temporarily ignored, the
thermostats are sold with this feature
deactivated.
So that the User knows that the feature is
activated, 70 °C is shown in place of the figures
for the room temperature (Fig. 12), from the
moment the feature is activated until the
temperature of the water in the DHW cylinder is
less than 60 °C.
– To deactivate the “anti-legionella” feature,

repeat the process described. On accessing
the fault code screen, the room temperature
(Fig. 12) is shown as 70 °C, but changes
when the      key is pressed for 2 seconds.

Battery Backup
The TA-200 thermostat has a battery backup of
5 hours against an interruption of power supply.
If this time is exceeded it will be necessary to
re-programme only day and time. The possible
personal programme entered by the User, as
well as the programmed values for Comfort,
Economy and Domestic Hot Water remain in
the memory.

Operation with the RA-200
Thermostat
“Anti-legionella” mode
– Press the “service selector” and “bar” keys

to select stand-by on the boiler control and
to display the pressure reading.

– Press the    and     keys simultaneously for
5 seconds in order to access the fault codes
screen.

– Press the     key for 2 seconds to change the
“anti-legionella” mode (enabled or disabled).
It will be enabled when the display on the
RA-200 reads 70 °C instead of the room
temperature.

Fault display
- Empty screen.
- Quick flashing of symbols relating to the fault

LEDs which are lit on the Control Panel.

Fault Codes
Code 20:
Can arise from problems in communications.
Proceed to:
– Check that the batteries are charged.
– Check the communications.

– Check that the Control operates correctly on
the boiler.

When none of these operations finds the cause
of the problem, substitute the RA-200.
Code 24:
Refer to this code in the section “Fault Codes”
in the chapter “Operation with the TA-200
thermostat”.  Proceed to:
– Remove the batteries from the RA-200 for a

few seconds, then replace them.
If this does not solve the problem, substitute
the RA-200.

Checking the quality of
communications of the RA-200
Before considering the installation of the
RA-200 finished, it is advisable to test the quality
of radio communication in the house or building,
by means of the “radio communication test”
described in the next section, to check that its
range is sufficient from all its possible locations.
Also, if in the house there are other apparatuses
running at frequencies of about 433 MHz, (e.g.
earphones, alarms, TV signal emitters or wireless
telephones), they should be checked to ensure
that they do not interfere with the heating
system. These apparatuses often have a switch
that permits transmission frequency selection,
so that if the quality of thermostat transmission
is not good at one frequency, try changing the
switch on the interfering equipment, before
deciding to use repeaters or a combined wire-
radio installation.
It is advisable to do this test also when fault
code 20 appears, or if it is thought that there is
any problem in the installation caused by poor
radio communication.

Radio Communications Test
To check the radio communications after
installing the RA-200, proceed to:
– Start running the equipment that might upset

communications (wireless telephone,
earphones, etc.).

– Press key 1…7 (Fig. 12) for 3 seconds. The
screen shows the percentage of correct
communication between the thermostat and
boiler during the previous 24 hours. Less
than 80% can be regarded as originating from
possible problems in communication, that
require checking the condition of the batteries
in the RA-200 and the location of different
radio components.

– Press the        key. The counter resets to zero
and the percentage of correct transmission
is fixed at 100%.

– Press the PRO key to start or stop the test
(without resetting the counter to zero).

During the test, the thermostat sends data to
the boiler every 3 seconds (up to 5 seconds if
there are MR-200 repeaters), illuminating the
programme bars between 0 and 12 hours. When
the thermostat receives an answer from the
boiler, the programme bars between 12 and 24
hours are illuminated.
The percentage of transmissions is updated
with each dispatch of data to the boiler.

Note: During the test, it is advisable to move
the thermostat about the house or building to
check that transmission is correct in all its
possible locations.
If less than 80%, change the position of the
frequency selector switch on the interfering
apparatus and repeat the test.  If this does not
result in correct communication, repeaters or a
combined wire-radio installation should be used.
– Press key 1…7 to exit the radio

communications test.

Battery Backup
The RA-200 has a two minute interval for
changing the batteries without losing the time
and day on the clock. The programme and
programmed values are not lost if this time is
exceeded.

Battery Life
The RA-200 will run for a year if alkaline batteries
LR AA 06-type are used.
About one month before the batteries are
exhausted, the symbol      will light up to
indicate that they should be replaced.

Note
Specifications and performance qualities are
subject to modification without notice.

CE Marking
The MD-200, TA-200, RA-200 and MR-200
conform to European Directives 89/335/EEC
for Electromagnetic Compatibility and
73/23/EEC for Low Voltage. The RA-200 and
MR-200 also conform to 1999/5/EEC for
RTTE.
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